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A Healthy Organisational System  
What are we Looking for? 

Prepared by Cecara 

Having a systemic lens means looking at the organisation as a living system and widening the 

perspective to include all of its history and heritage (e.g. the founders and the various leaders over time).  

For a healthy organisational system, there are several guiding principles that, when in place, enable 

engagement (talent optimisation and retention), vitality (enabling delivery of sustainable 

performance results) and a pipeline of ideas and innovation (enabling value creation). In summary, 

energy flows into and through the healthy organisation in balance with the wider ecosystem. 

The Guiding Principles of a Healthy System 

Time  We are respectful and acknowledge all that came before, and in their right order 

Place  We each have a secure and reliable place within which we feel valued regardless 

  of function or hierarchy, assuming we contribute to the organisational purpose 

Belonging All that has happened is included in our history and all parts of the system are  

  included to have a place 

Exchange There is a balance of giving and taking over time, within the organisation and  

  between the organisation and its market place.  

 

When these guiding principles are not fully attended to due to systemic blind spots the organisation 

experiences dis-order and unhelpful dynamics that can unexpectedly influence the performance and 

wellbeing of the organisation. Here is just a small sample of some of the symptoms that can be triggered: 

• Some leaders and/or functions can get out of place – they can become too big relative to the 

function they undertake within the system, because they are asked to take on more than is their 

remit. This is often due to a lack of something at the next level(s) up; they step into the ‘void’ 

with the best of intention. This often creates tension or conflict and will impact the flow of 

relationships, communication and ultimately performance. 

• When we exclude – intentionally or otherwise – key events or moments in history, e.g. an 

industrial accident that wasn’t handled very well (or even covered up), the conscience of the 

collective system will keep bringing these events back to the surface and cause huge disruption 

for years to come until they and their consequences are appropriately acknowledged. 

• When previous leaders are not acknowledged for their contribution (e.g. if they were exited 

abruptly), it can create resistance to the change journey because there is an unconscious ‘blind 

loyalty’ to those that have gone before. 

• Some roles have a continuous and often inexplicable recycling of incumbents (we call this “a 

burdened position”). 

• Where sales are falling for no obvious reason it can trigger a felt sense of a imbalance of 

exchange in the market or industry (the organisation is experienced as taking more than what it 

is giving in return). 
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 “66% of change initiatives fail to deliver the ROI due to the human factor.” 

McKinsey & Company 

 

The ‘Constellation Method’ is an approach introduced originally by Bert Hellinger*. The origin of his 

work was primarily in the family system, and in recent decades, this has been translated with 

success to the organisational setting. This methodology enables the creation of a multi-dimensional, 

inter-relational map of the organisation as a living system. It reveals what are often invisible 

dynamics, such that an appropriate intervention may be brought to bear, in service of returning the 

system to a healthy state. 

‘Acknowledging what is’, is a key step in allowing the system to settle and, depending on the 

dynamics that are activated, there could be additional appropriate interventions. 

Furthermore, just as there can be trauma in the personal system, so there can be trauma in the 

organisational setting. One of the leaders in the field of systemic work (Anngwyn St. Just) defines 

trauma as follows: 

 

“The system is so overwhelmed by an experience that it is not capable to bounce back to 

its original strength and there are broken connections.” 

 

There can be a trauma reaction in an organisation when significant events are not handled 

appropriately, such as: 

• Major redundancies 

• Mergers (forcing things together) 

• Acquisitions (brutal takeovers) 

• Exiting of key leaders 

• Change of name or identity of an organisation 

• Industrial accidents or deaths 

• Fraud 

• Natural disasters 

Within an organisational setting, the key consequence we see of the trauma reaction, is that part of 

the organisation can become split or frozen (this can be a group or function and/or a key capability 

or core value). This equates to a loss of resilience and often dilution of economic value. 

It is important to note that the memory of the trauma lives in the collective conscience of the 

system, 

i.e. beyond those who are part of the organisation at the time of the event. It is important also to 

distinguish between the original trauma and the reaction to the trauma, and bear in mind that this 

reaction can be reactivated by future events. When this happens, employees are representing 

(messengers of) the wider system. 

Within the constellation, it can be appropriate to revisit the trauma, acknowledge the consequences 

of the event, and allow the reactions of the trauma to be appropriately released, thereby settling the 

system, which will in time, enable flow and value creation and protection. 
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Key indicators of organisational trauma to look out for include: 

• Rigidity of the organisation: a lack of flow between divisions or functions and low ability to flex 

and move during change 

• The organisation, or a part of it, appears to be ‘standing still’ in time (frozen) 

• A significant part or group within the organisation is primarily focused on the past instead of the 

future 

• Broken connections, e.g. a split in the workforce between functions, divisions, head office, 

colleagues, etc. 

• A core capability that has been a fundamental part of the organisational success is no longer 

available or reliable 

• A loss of identity as an organisation 

• A loss of purpose as an organisation 

• Conscious or unconscious blind loyalties/resistance to change can arise e.g. when disrespect of 

the past and of what was, make it systemically impossible for employees, clients, and 

customers to accept the change/new approach 

• Disruption and symptoms like tiredness, stress, and blame arise and/or heighten 

 

As systemic practitioners, we provide support and guidance to leaders and their teams undergoing 

major change so as to ensure the organisation maintains optimum engagement, vitality, focus and 

productivity and navigate through possible trauma reactions. 

In context of the above guiding principles and indicators of trauma reaction, here are some 

questions to provoke your thinking in preparation for a constellation or systemic review: 

• Over time, what have been the major chapters in the evolution of the organisation as a whole? 

• How have organisational changes (e.g. mergers, acquisitions, restructures, or changes in 

leaders) been handled? 

• Are there any significant events in the history of your organisation that people would rather not 

look at because it’s too painful or shameful? 

• Who or what may have been excluded for their contributions in the explicit history of the 

organisation (or function/segment/division)? 

• When and how were the organisation’s values and behaviours launched? 

• Were there any specific triggers that created the need for these? 

• Who owns them, i.e. who was involved in the creation of them? 

• To what degree are they lived day to day? 

• Within the leadership team(s), is there a healthy sense of place? 

• In the context of the desired from-to shifts now required, are there any specifics we need to be 

aware of in terms of how this change in scope has been handled or introduced (or will be)? 

• What affect does it have on other functions, segments, or divisions within the wider 

organisation? 
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• What are relations like between functions, regions, and segments more generally? 

• What signals do you pick up from the various regions/functions/segments/divisions, in terms of 

feeling included, valued and their having a clear sense of place? 

• What signals do you pick up in regard to engagement in your transformation agenda? 

• Where there is a lack of engagement, what do you notice/hear – any specific patterns of 

behaviour from those that are less engaged? 

• To what degree are people focusing more on the past (with nostalgia)? 

• And if so, where do you experience this? 

• What response does this trigger from others? 

 

“Where we stumble, there lies our treasure.” 

Joseph Campbell 

 

Most team and organisational conflicts are reflections of the wider system around them; therefore, 

below please find some key systemic questions you may wish ponder: 

• What is this problem a reaction to? 

• What is this problem merely a symptom of? 

• For what is this problem a solution for? 

• How is this problem doing its best to show us something about our wider system? 

• Which reality are we trying to avoid/not allow to let in or afraid to face? 

• What questions are not allowed to be asked? What gets you kicked out of here? 

• What is the very good reason for these problems/patterns/phenomena? 

• What can we do to outgrow these phenomena versus getting rid of it? 

• Etc. 

 

“When patterns repeat themselves, it becomes relevant to see  

what is going on from a systemic perspective.” 

Jan Jacob Stam   

 

Our systemic work is influenced and inspired by many experts, including the world renowned Jan Jacob Stam, who is the 

founder of the Bert Hellinger Institute, in the Netherlands. Jan Jacob Stam is a former biologist, teacher and has extensive 

experience of working within the organisational context as a manager, leader and as a consultant. 

*Bert Hellinger – the original founder of this work, is widely regarded as one of the most influential and effective family therapists 

in the world today. After a significant period within his original vocation, he immersed himself the study of the major forms of 

psychotherapy, including Psychoanalysis, Gestalt Therapy, Primal Therapy, Transactional Analysis and Family Systems 

Therapy, out of which, Family Constellation Work evolved. 


